Taking the notion of ‘the body on edge’
as your starting point,
present an overview of the of artistic and theoretical
developments
in this sphere over the last 40 years.
Refer to selected works of art in each phase.
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A major emphasis of the 70s feminist
avant-garde movement was the female
body.
In many ways, it was the
canvas of the times, or one of the media
within the media. After the sexual liberation
of the 60s, the next decade was a time for
the conceptual overthrow of all that the
female body had come to symbolise over
thousands of years of social, political,
religious and economic patriarchy.

Carolee Schneemann, Interior Scroll,
1975.

Suite of 13 gelatin silver prints, each mounted on
museum board, colophon page, in clothbound
case.35.5 x 27.9 cm (14 x 11 in)

Carolee Schneemann’s
performances introduced the
body of the female artist as
the source of her creative and
imaginative energy as well as
the site and subject of the
work.

“I thought of the vagina in many ways –
physically, conceptually: as a sculptural
form, an architectural referent, the
source of sacred knowledge, ecstasy,
birth passage, transformation.”
*1 (More Than Meat Joy, pp.234-5)

Body Art in the 1980’s
The market boom of the 1980s revealed the return of painting, this
represented a significant challenge for body art. Galleries and
collectors now wanted something material and physical that could be
bought or sold. UK critics and art historians abandoned Body Art as an
old fashioned medium. Resulting in performance art falling from favour,
but not entirely disappearing. Body art moved into photographic work,
with artists like Cindy Sherman and more complex performance works
from American performer Laurie Anderson.
Women performance artists were particularly unwilling to give up their
newfound forms of expression, and continued to be prolific. In 1980,
there was enough material to produce the exhibition A Decade of
Women's Performance Art, at the Contemporary Arts Center, New
Orleans. Organized by Mary Jane Jacob, Moira Roth, and Lucy R.
Lippard, the exhibition was a broad survey of works done in the United
States during the 1970s, and included documentations of
performances in photographs and texts. During the 1980’s
performance art was still frequently used in Eastern Europe as a way to
express social dissent.

Cindy Sherman

Cindy Sherman, Untitled no2 , 1992
Cindy Sherman, Untitled, no263, 1992

Cindy Sherman, Untitled no146, 1985
Cindy Sherman, Untitled, no425, 2004

Cindy Sherman, Untitled (Woman in Sundress),
2003
Cindy Sherman no466, Untitled , 2008

“I feel I’m anonymous in my work. When I look at the pictures, I never see myself; they aren’t
self-portraits. Sometimes I disappear.” – Cindy Sherman

Body Art in the 1990s

In the late 80’s the art market crashed spectacularly, closing galleries left, right and centre.
Art in the 1990s, in economic terms but also in aesthetic ones, went through a period of
retrenchment and rethinking. The decade’s most important art book was Relational
Aesthetics (1998), by the French curator Nicolas Bourriaud, who argued that art had
become no longer a collection of objects but a state of encounter.

After some what of a decline performance body art, reappeared in the 1990s. Most of the
artists we now think of as representing the ‘90s abandoned a commitment to any one
medium, and began creating objects, events or experiences that visitors interacted with
directly. Sophisticated performance art became part of the cultural mainstream:
performance art as a complete artform gained admittance into art museums and became a
museal topic.

Franko B; ‘Im Not Your Babe’ 1995-1996
The life and work of Franko B is situated somewhere between isolation
and seduction, benevolence and confrontation, suffering and eroticism,
punk and poetry.
He uses his own drawn blood as a symbol of carnal reality and suggests
the natural destitution of the body as a fundamental of existence. Standing
before us a mute body-object, achromatic and cadaverous, his
performance is an act of cleansing, stripping the flesh of identity.

Video of performance;
https://vimeo.com/126695686

The Body on Edge in
the 2000s
•

Wider variety of forms.

•

Public sphere - increasingly important

•

Art continues to provoke debate

•

Key movements/styles: Altermoderm, Cynical
Realism, Excessivism, Kitsch movement, street art,
Urban art and Video Game art.

•

Artist? Curator? Activist?

Andrea Fraser

Museum Highlights: A Gallery Talk 1989

Andrea Fraser Little Frank and his Carp
2001 (stills)

''All of my work is about what we want from art, what
collectors want, what artists want from collectors, what
museum audiences want. By that, I mean what we want not
only economically, but in more personal, psychological and
affective terms.''

Andrea Fraser - Untitled, 2003
‘it’s art, and the
question I’m
interested in posing
is whether art is
prostitution – in a
metaphorical sense,
of course. Is it any
more prostitution
because I happen
to be having sex
with a man than it
would be if I were
just selling him a
piece?”
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